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False friends in Spanish 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Across 

2. emotional 
5. parents 
9. the fault, blame 
12. to pay attention 
14. exciting 
20. a factory 
21. to remember 
23. pregnant 
26. to warn 
28. sensible 
29. to tolerate 
30. exit 
31. letter 
32. current 

Down 

1. success 
3. to molest 
4. to advertise 
5. private OR particular 
6. to bother 
7. a lack 
8. reading 
10. to try to 
11. to pretend 
12. embarrassed 
13. a lecture 
15. a card 
16. to support 
17. relatives 
18. to record 
19. large, big 
22. long 
24. to assist, help 
25. to attend 
27. actual, real 
30. sensitive 

 advertir  

 hacer publicidad  

 asistir  

 ayudar  

 atender  

 carta  

 una tarjeta  

 molestar  

 abusar  

 pretender  

 fingir  

 recordar  

 grabar  

 soportar  

 apoyar  

 largo  

 grande  

 una fábrica  

 parientes  

 padres  

 particular  

 sensible  

 sensato  

 actual  

 verdadero  

 embarazada   

 avergonzado  

 éxito  

 salida  

 una falta  

 la culpa  

 emocionante  

 emocionado  

 la lectura  

 una conferencia 

Spanish and English have thousands of cognates, words that are 
basically the same in both languages with similar meanings. But 
combinations such as “decepción” (disappointment) and 
"deception" (el engaño) are so-called false cognates — known 
more precisely as "false friends"— word pairs that look like they 
might mean the same thing but don't. These frequently appear in 
the exam + must be learnt. 

ACTUAL: This adjective (or its corresponding adverb, 
actualmente) indicates that something is current, at the present 
time. Thus the day's hot topic might be referred to as un tema 
actual. If you wish to say something is actual (as opposed to 
imaginary), use real (which also can mean "royal") or verdadero.  

ASISTIR: Means to attend or to be present. Asisto a la oficina cada 
día, I go to the office daily. To say "to assist," use ayudar (to help) 

EN ABSOLUTO: This phrase means the opposite of what you think 
it might, meaning not at all or absolutely not. To say "absolutely," 
use the true cognate totalmente or completamente.  

ÉXITO: It's a hit or a success. If you're looking for the way out, 
look for una salida.  

FÁBRICA: That's a place where they fabricate items, namely a 
factory. Words for "cloth" include tejido and tela.  

RECORDAR: Means to remember or to remind. The verb to use 
when recording something depends on what you're recording. 
Possibilities include anotar or tomar nota for writing something 
down, or grabar for making an audio or video recording. 

REALIZAR: The verb means “to carry out / to do” i.e. something 
becoming real or becoming completed. To realize as a mental 
event can be translated using darse cuenta ("to realise") 

SUCESO: Means “an event”. A success is un éxito. 

SENSIBLE: Usually means “sensitive”. A sensible person or idea 
can be referred to as sensato. 


